
Plan Opinion Comment Name Email City State

HDP3-1 Dislike
This map puts the historic downtown Bozeman neighborhoods in the same house district as Clyde Park 
and Paradise Valley. That is insane, reckless, and clearly gerrymandering. Zach Nell zachnellmt@gmail.com Bozeman Montana

HDP3-1 Like

This map treats Park County fairly by keeping the rural areas together in one district and the city areas 
together in another district. This map meets all the criteria. It is competitive without sacrificing 
common interests of Park County and Livingston. Judy Lewis judylewis809@gmail.com Livingston MT

HDP1-1 Dislike

All 4 of the map options create very large Eastern Districts with long travel distances for 
representatives. The focus was obviously toward benefitting the Western portion of the State and 
disadvantaging the Eastern Third of the people in this State!!! 
This map and all four maps for the sake of numbers completely ignores the differences in culture and 
concerns for the people of the districts. The Town of Colstrip and the issues associated with the mine 
and the power plants have no concern to the Native American populations and loading the district with 
a majority that have no vested interest in the mine and plants indicates an intentional lack of 
representation for a portion of the State that is already under fire from Environmental groups and now 
our own State has chosen to reduce the representation for this area. Splitting the town of Colstrip was 
insulting enough, but the lack of understanding for the people of Colstrip and for the Indigenous 
Peoples is unforgiveable.  All maps for our eastern district go against the rules for creating districts. 
Also, against creating many more Senate districts as this will double the costs for salaries, travel, per 
diem, staff to support additional legislature.  Larger states have more people per representative we 
DON'T need additional costs.

This committee needs to get right by eastern Montana and reduce the costs of government. Darrell l Brabec photobrabec@yahoo.com Colstrip MT

HDP1-1 Like

The Briarwood area should not overlap into the reservation. Different cultural, economic concerns. I 
think we would share the concerns of communities like Lockwood and Duck Creek as suburban like 
community Karim P Eshbaugh therighthome@bresnan.net Billings MT
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